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Special ToolS

Tire Bead Seater, Hands Free Air Chuck, Bead Break, Tire Spoons

Get more done  
With new tire service tools from OTC's trusted line
Technicians that are serious about servicing tires are going to be serious about OTC's new tire service 
line that kicks off this year with the Tire Bead Seater, Air Chuck, Bead Breaker and Tire Spoons. These 
tools take very difficult and potentially dangerous processes and make them easy and safe to perform 
in the shop environment.

Put serious, reliable tire service tools in your shop 

TiRe SeRVice
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TiRe SeRVice: 5713

Gain more control with unique nozzle/valve assembly.

TiRe BeaD SeaTeR

Add the most effective bead seater to your tire changer!

The Tire Bead Seater is used when a tire, new or used, is mounted on a wheel and the tire bead does not 
touch both sides of the wheel, making inflation possible. The air trigger on this tool expels a tremendous  
burst of air that inflates the tire to seat it to the wheel rim. This allows the tire to be inflated to the  
recommended pressure through the tire valve.

 The Tire Bead Seater is equipped with unique configurations that enhance ease of use, productivity  
 and safety for technicians looking to get the job done right every time.

 Unlike other options out there, the Tire Bead Seater’s ASME certified 13-gallon tank is designed with  
 a nozzle and valve connected via hose assembly, giving the user more control rather than requiring them  
 to hold the weight of the tank. 

 The trigger style discharge valve allows for optimum airflow control while allowing both hands to firmly  
 hold the nozzle/valve assembly, critical for effective and safe use. Wheels and handle function in either  
 the vertical or horizontal position for easy mobility and storage.

 Unique nozzle design significantly reduces "blowback recoil" and contains discharge holes strategically   
 placed for optimum inflation of a wide range of the tire sizes and wheel diameters.

 Air valve included for filling tank, which also provides compressed air for filling the tire while seating  
 the bead, optimum for on-the-road service.

5713 Tire bead seaTer                              

5700 accessory Tire bead seaTer                              

 5700 Accessory Tire Bead Seater can be added  
 to the existing surge tank found on most tire changers.
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TiRe SeRVice: 5745 / 5728

aiR cHUcK &  
TiRe BeaD BReaKeR
Make bead-seating a one-man job.

 Unique head is designed to provide a large striking area  
 for all angles, while providing the mass needed to break  
 the tire bead.

 This design puts the force exactly where  
 it's required and eliminates the possibility  
 of accidentally hitting the wheel, problems  
 typically encountered while using larger  
 swing hammer style bead breakers.

5728 Tire bead breaker

Handle keeps your other hand away from the striking surface.

 Perfect for applications where the tire valve is facing the 
 floor while seating the tire bead, such as most dual wheel 
 configurations.

 Hooks on the top bead seat of the wheel and the spring 
 pressure holds the chuck on the tire valve pointing to the 
 opposite side.

 Ball valve included to allow inflation only when needed. 

5745 Hands free air cHuck                              

Adjustable collar for various wheel widths.

The new Hands Free Air Chuck makes bead-seating  
a one-man job! 

Excellent for damaged tires or tires with weak  
sidewalls where conventional bead breakers  
will not work.
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TiRe SeRVice

HD Sliding, Dual Sliding, Extending, Standard Style Tire Spoons

TiRe SpooNS

5716 Hd sliding Tire spoon 
38" extends to 52", 3/4" diameter.  
Inner slide bar provides hammer action  
to easily insert and remove the spoon.

5720 sliding dual Tire spoon 
35" and 3/4" diameter.  
Unique configuration provides mount  
and demount heads on either end with the 
aid of a slide hammer mounted mid bar, 
allowing for hammering either end in or  
out of the tire bead. Twist-lock feature 
locks 3.5 lb. slide weight in position.

5724 extending Tire spoon 
22" extends to 34", 3/4" diameter.  
Twist-lock feature allows the spoon to be 
extended to any length and locked into 
position with a twist of the collar.

5735-35 35" curved/flat Tip curved Tire spoon 
Double end curved tire spoon. 
Handle knob enables easier spoon pick up. 
3/4" diameter.

5736-24 24" curved Tire spoon  
Handle knob enables easier spoon pick up. 
3/4" diameter.

5736-30 30" curved Tire spoon  
Handle knob enables easier spoon pick up. 
3/4" diameter.

5737-30 30" flat Tip curved Tire spoon 
Handle knob enables easier spoon pick up. 
3/4" diameter.

5739-24 24" curved shank Tire spoon 
The curved shank allows improved access 
for the spoon head around the tire bead 
or wheel rim. Handle knob enables easier 
spoon pick up. 3/4" diameter.

5739-30 30" curved shank Tire spoon 
The curved shank allows improved access 
for the spoon head around the tire bead 
or wheel rim. Handle knob enables easier 
spoon pick up. 3/4" diameter.

 Unique “Convex Slip Head” curved design allows the spoon to slide  
 easily into the tire bead while the spoon bump limits the depth for  
 quick-and-easy operation.

Tire sPoons


